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Free apps such as WildScan help identify and report illegal wildlife trading in places such as Thailand and
Vietnam. For instance, animal cognition research, which benefits significantly from the use of technology, can
be an effective way to evaluate the mood, behavior, and welfare of zoo-housed animals [ 40 ]. For instance,
technological devices are commonly calibrated in captive animals before using them in wild counterparts, this
involves time-synchronizing behavioral observations with the associated device readings [ 47 ]. Identification
The second major computer vision step is identification, which assigns a name label to each annotation from
detection. New approaches using both technologies are changing the capacity to conduct ecosystem-scale
science and to improve the capacity of scientists to explore unanswered ecological questions [ 9 ]. Other tracks
of mammals were and are created by using, for instance, smoked kymograph paper [ 28 ] sand, ink-coated tiles
[ 29 ], mineral oil mixture and carbon black [ 30 ], or contact paper and dispersed printer toner [ 31 ]. This
information is vital for developing conservation-oriented management actions. You assume all risks associated
with use of your data, including any reliance on its accuracy, completeness or usefulness. This is not the first
tech innovation aimed at catching poachers. The technology of Global Positioning System GPS allows
scientists to obtain precise movement patterns of an animal through GPS telemetry where the animal location
and its distance to survey sites can be quantified [ 10 ]. Traditional approaches, such as visual, capture and
trapping methods, can be labor-intensive and can require hundreds or thousands of person hours; whereas,
camera traps can multiply the number of observers and make them more cost efficient [ 18 ]. Fang and Tambe
say that PAWS allows guards to be more effective without requiring additional resources by creating patrol
routes that specifically target the most threatened areas yet also randomize routes to make them unpredictable.
Follow Us for Updates Why Wildbook? Accelerometers are also used in zoo animals to regularly monitor
baseline patterns of behavior and to detect signs of discomfort or disease. Accordingly, the limitations and
exclusions set forth above shall not apply in the event they are prohibited in the jurisdiction to which Wildlife
Computers transacts business. Wildbook includes a two-part, multi-species computer vision pipeline to find
and identify individual animals in photos collected under real-world conditions, especially with citizen science
contribution. For example, in birds, lightweight geolocators or satellite transmitters have allowed practical
reconstruction of the migratory routes and wintering areas for large and small birds, which can give
opportunities to test predictions about migration strategies [ 15 ]. The bottom left annotation is the primary
matching frame. For instance, Block states that the integration of environmental data with animal collected
data has been simpler with the use of emerging electronic tagging and the remote sensing satellites, which
provide a more precise and rapid environment sampling and higher resolutions of global views. By signing up,
you agree to our Privacy Policy. This chapter reviews only some of the technology currently available for
conservation. While puma are known to be opportunistic predators, their results indicated that pumas are also
opportunistic scavengers. A study on Canada lynx Lynx canadensis; [ 35 ] assessed behavioral differences
with changing environmental conditions by developing a multiscale prediction model of lynx distribution and
found within their results that individuals tend to use more mature, spruce-fir forests than any other structure
stage or species. Except as expressly provided in the General Terms, Wildlife Computers does not grant any
express or implied right to use the Software. Wildlife Computers, specifically disclaims any liability with
regard to any actions resulting from your use of the Software, you acknowledge use at your own discretion and
risk, and you will be solely responsible for any damage to your computer system or loss of data that results
from the download of any such material. Some institutions allow and invite visitors to take immediate
conservation action on an issue of their choice by directly contributing money [ 6 ]. Long required observation
periods and manual data processing e. They have contributed to the genuine improvement in IUCN Red List
status of species through captive breeding and reintroduction conservation measures [ 38 ]; however, their
contribution to conservation of species goes further than that. User Conduct You agree that you, not Wildlife
Computers, are entirely responsible for all of your data that you compile, upload, post, email, transmit or
otherwise make available to others including the public, whether publicly posted or privately transmitted. The
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data can then be used for evidence-based interventions, such as reducing human-elephant conflicts and
establishing Hawksbill Sea Turtle Conservancies. Wildbook provides a technical foundation database, APIs,
computer vision, etc. The latter is yet associated with esthetic, moral, and ethical issues in which Piaggio and
colleagues [ 23 ] call for a robust decision-making and a risk-assessment framework in the application of
synthetic biology to conservation concerns. Example correct identifications. Live web cameras operated by
zoos display videos of the animals at the zoo on websites, which are available to the general public. And for a
few years, engineers and conservationists have been working together to develop a conservation drone that
could monitor illegal activity from above. You agree not to access or attempt to access the Software by any
means other than the interface provided by Wildlife Computers. Wildbook integrates the data management
software of Wild Me with the computer vision and A. Scores from the query that match the same individual
are accumulated to produce a single potential score for each animal. Zoological parks and aquaria institutions
have long used technology to promote conservation education. Nonetheless, global environmental changes
such as climate change, deforestation, desertification, and land use impact negatively on plant and animal life.


